Oseltamivir phosphate-amberlite(TM) IRP 64 ionic complex for taste masking: preparation and chemometric evaluation.
The objective of the present work was to evaluate and characterize a pediatric-friendly formulation of a bitter tasting drug, oseltamivir phosphate (drug). Amberlite IRP64 (resin) was used to make ionic complexes for masking its bitterness. Complexes of four drug-to-resin ratios, 1:1, 1:2, 1:4, and 1:6 (w/w), were prepared and characterized. At buccal pH of 6.8, drug-resin complexes of 1:1, 1:2, 1:4, and 1:6 ratios released 42.13%, 23.26%, 4.13%, and 14.94%, respectively, of loaded drug after 20 s. However, at stomach pH of 1.2 (0.1 N HCl), 61.96%, 70.18%, 85.88%, and 91.42% of drug was released from the same complexes in 6 min. Near-infrared (NIR) chemical imaging of the complexes showed homogeneous distribution of drug in the resin. Chemometric partial least squares model using NIR data of the drug showed a high correlation between calibration and predicted data (R(2) > 0.998). Overall, these results indicated the complex formation between drug and resin. The pH dependence of drug release from these complexes could minimize drug release in the mouth, whereas immediately releasing it in the stomach. Electronic tongue used to evaluate taste indicated that conductivity taste signals were different from control, suggesting taste masking of the drug.